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Abstract 
In this article, we focus on creating a mobile mathematical application Roman numerals for the 
practice of conversion of Roman numerals to Arabic numbers. The application is free and could be 
used by students, teachers and parents. Another aim of this application was to show the teachers and 
students how they can create a mobile application without programming knowledge. This application 
was created in an online environment App Inventor. App Inventor is a visual, blocks language for 
building Android Apps. The creation of an application is easy and fun and the user doesn't need to 
know any programming language. App Inventor is being used in classrooms all over the world to teach 
programming skills in computer science. We will show you the results from our research if using 
mobile application in the teaching process will increase interest in mathematics. We won't replace 
traditional teaching of mathematics, we just want to try new tools that could increase the interest of the 
students. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Usage of computers can significantly affect learning process in school system. Information 
technologies are all around us, even a lot of professions depend on them. Since school should 
prepare children for their future profession, usage of information and communication technology 
should not be avoided. Nowadays there is a large numbers of computer applications for learning 
mathematics.  

Huge amount of different LMS that are used proves the significance of e-learning in education. These 
LMS contain a lot of e-learning courses that are usually prepared not only by teachers, but by larger 
teams of specialists in operating with modern technologies [1].  

For last few years within ICT there has been great focus on mobile devices, such are tablets and 
mobile phones. In 2014, nearly 60 percent of the population worldwide already owned a mobile phone. 
The mobile phone penetration is forecasted to continue to grow, rounding up to 67 percent by 2019. 
For 2017 the number of mobile phone users is forecast to reach 4.77 billion. It results from a research 
realized by International Data Group [2]. Majority of schools in Slovakia have available computer room 
and gradually equipped with tablets. Some schools have joined various ICT programs and have 
tablets in schools for many years. Among most famous projects is project School on touch, which was 
presented in year 2013. 

Current problem of using tablets during learning process is small amount of applications that can be 
used by teachers. To create application with interesting graphic design and content is not simple at all. 
To create such application a group of inventors is participating, who must have great idea and 
knowledge of programming. Companies Google and MIT decided to create programming environment, 
which will help consumer to create mobile application without previous knowledge of programming. 
Google and MIT created environment App Inventor, which has tools for creating user interface and 
blocks, which collide and define how application will work.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in the materials and methods is described our research, 
then environment App Inventor, in which was created application Roman numerals and in the end of 
this section we show the application Roman numerals. In the section results is written advantages and 
disadvantages of creating an application in App Inventor and the results of our research. 
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2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Based on previously positive response from mobile applications Fractions and Geometric shapes we 
decided to create another mobile application Roman numerals. In contrast to previous applications, 
which were programmed native - programming language Java with Android SDK we decided to create 
this new application in the free online tool App Inventor. For working in this environment the users 
don't need programming knowledge.  

Research problem was established to discover will usage of this application increase interest for 
learning material. Research was conducted in elementary school in Banská Bystrica during months 
October – December 2016. In collecting of empirical data, questionnaire was used, which contained 
12 questions. Part of the questionnaire was short summary of the reason of this research. 
Questionnaire was anonymous. Questions was formed by method of Thurstone attitude scale, i.e. they 
represent a series of self-statements. Self-statements express respondent point of view to solving 
mathematical problems and understanding mathematics. With the questionnaire was investigated the 
point of view to mathematics as subject itself and also usage of mathematics in the case of several 
interactive elements (similar applications) and usage of ICT technologies within learning process.    

We processed the empirical data we gathered with the help of the program SPSS. For the statistical 
process of the empirical data gathered in our research we decided on the statistical description of the 
variables, as well as the normality test Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to help us identify the layout of the 
research sample. The results of this test show that the sample has a non-normal division and based 
on this result we opted to use the nonparametric statistic test Mann-Whitney U test to find out the 
statistical significance in the attitude towards mathematics based on the usage of the mobile 
application.    

3 APP INVENTOR 
App Inventor is a free open-source tool, which allows the user to create an application for Android 
platform. Everyone can use the App Inventor, the age of the user is irrelevant.  This tool is also used 
for teaching programming in primary schools, as a continuation of programming in environment 
Scratch. 

What may evolve in App Inventor: 

• Simple games – for example - Mole, Pac-Man, Space Invaders. 

• Education software. 

• Support of control LEGO robots. 

• Applications using advanced technologies – camera, speech recognition, telephoning, SMS, 
access to contacts, GPS sensor, gyroscope, access to social networks, etc.  

Application can be tested on mobile device, which can be connected to the computer with USB cable, 
or application run on emulator (where no mobile device is needed). Developers of App Inventor 
recommend to test application with tool "Al Companion“, which allows application to run in mobile 
device in real time without a need of mobile device being physically connected to the computer. 
Although mobile device and computer must be connected to the same wireless network. After 
completion of application, we can generate installation file apk , which can be recorded to specialized 
store Google Play [3]. 

Applications in App Inventor consist of components and behaviors. The components represent 
objects, which are located in part Component designer, as illustrated in Fig. 1. 
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Figure 1. App Inventor - Component designer. 

Behaviors enable to set how will each component react for some event. Behaviors is located in part 
Blocks. In Fig. 2 there is example of blocks. 

 
Figure 2. App Inventor -- Designer blocks. 
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4 MATHEMATICAL APPLICATION ROMAN NUMERALS 
For the research we created the mathematical application Roman numerals. The main function of this 
application is practicing the conversion of roman numerals. This application could be used by 
students, teachers and parents.  The application is free and it is possible to download it directly onto 
your mobile device by means Google Play, see Fig. 3. 

 
Figure 3. Google Play store - application Roman numerals. 

The second aim of this app was to show teachers and students how they can create mobile 
application without programming knowledge. The source code of the application is on the App Inventor 
webpage http://ai2.appinventor.mit.edu/?galleryId=5996067362177024. 

 
Figure 4. App Roman numerals – menu. 
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In the main menu of our application the user can choose which topic, he/she wants to practice. It is 
possible to carry out the conversion of the Roman numerals on an Arabic number or vice versa. In 
case that the user doesn't know how to convert numbers, he/she could use helper Help. In this part is 
explained how to convert numbers from Arabic to Roman numerals, see Fig. 4.  

The buttons Examples – roman to arabic numerals and Examples – arabic to roman numerals offers 
some exercises for the practice of the calculation of the chosen topic. The user has to write the 
answer into the application and then press the button Check. After clicking on this button the 
application shows if the result is correct or incorrect, see Fig. 5. 

 
Figure 5. App Roman numerals – exercises. 

Another functionality of this application is verifying the results. The user writes the task and the 
application will show the result of the task, see Fig. 6. 

 
Figure 6. App Roman numerals – verifying the results. 
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5 RESULTS 
Application Roman numerals was created in App Inventor environment, which allows to free create 
mobile application for operation system Android. Application source code can be downloaded and 
used as an example for creating mobile applications without previous programming knowledge. 
Source code is possible to use in learning of programming in elementary schools.  

In comparison with native applications for operational system Android, for which programming 
knowledge is needed, creating applications in App Inventor environment is much easier and faster. 

The main advantages of this tool is possibility of creating application from any computer which has 
access to internet. For development registration is not needed, all is need is to have Google account, 
which is used for communication through email – Gmail. Creating of application does not require 
knowledge of any programming language, blocks of codes must collide and in that way possibility of 
making an error is eliminated. In case of connecting mobile device and computer to the same wireless 
network it allows prompt testing of application without need of connecting mobile phone to the 
computer.  

The disadvantages of this tool is possibility of using created applications only on one operational 
system Android. This operational system is used on most of the mobile devices. App Inventor yet does 
not support slovak language. Users must use components which are available for creating user 
interface, they do not have opportunity to create one of their own. In comparison with similar 
applications, which were created native – Fractions and application Geometric shapes, was 
discovered big disadvantage of this environment, it support only one language within application. If it 
will be decided that texts in application be in slovak language then users from other countries will not 
probably understand them. In case of native development of application texts can be translated to 
several languages and system decides itself which language will be used (based on the language set 
on the mobile telephone). 

From the research appears that mathematics does not belong among popular subject for students. If 
ICT will be used more often students may shown more interest in the subject mathematics.   

6 CONCLUSION 
This paper deals with the mobile application which could be used for practicing the mathematical topic 
of converting Roman numerals to Arabic numbers.  This application could be used as an example of 
programming mobile applications in primary school. The aim of this research was to find if using 
similar applications would increase interest about mathematics. Pokorný [4] in his research, which he 
conducted on a sample of 172 students in 2010-2013, proved that students who solved mathematical 
problems by using interactive elements were more successful than students who did not use 
interactive elements. Our results show us that it is possible. However, additional research is needed, 
because our research was done only in a very small group of students. In the future, we would like to 
continue with creating more mobile applications, which will be created in the environment App Inventor 
and also in Java (native Android applications). 
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